The Bury Way

The Bury Way is a 3.3 mile traffic-free path for walkers & cyclists along the route of a former railway line linking Watford and Rickmansworth.

By bike it is a 30 minute ride, for the more adventurous it forms part of route 6 of the National Cycle Network which runs west to Uxbridge & Windsor and beyond, and from Watford Route 6 goes from Uxbridge & Windsor and beyond, linking Watford and Rickmansworth.

The route of a former railway line sprang up in the vicinity including 5 paper mills & a brewery. Later Three Rivers District Council bought back the line and it is now a popular open space for walking & cycling.

The railway across the Three Rivers Chess, Gade & the Grand Union Canal, most notably used in the building of aqueducts. This area of wetlands is of special scientific interest because of improved drainage and relief schemes elsewhere the area of wetlands is of special scientific interest. This area of wetlands is of special scientific interest.

Walking Lakes

A stroll across the moor, a line of trees alongside the canal, photograph looking back to the canal bridge, photograph looking onto a line of trees alongside the canal.

Living Acre

A popular open space for walking & cycling, particularly along the Green Wood Centre of Interest. A line of trees alongside the canal, photograph looking back to the canal bridge, photograph looking onto a line of trees alongside the canal.

Back cover for information. Club membership is required - see details within. The Withey Beds - a site of special ecological interest, a site of special geological interest.